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FADE IN:”ATTACK ON TITUNS PT 1” 

SPACE-MILKY WAY GALAXY  

The story begins in outer space. Various characters from 

World’s Collide explains the epic tale as to why they will 

soon come together as the audience is drifted away in many 

various parts of the universe.  

KARI (NARRATOR) 

In the Time Long Forgotten in a time of 

great turmoil and depression befell great 

warriors. Godlike leaders born to restore 

order in their failing universes  

Silhouettes of the TITUNS stood together in space floating 

about.  

RUKIA (NARRATOR) 

These Beings of different worlds and times 

came together to put an end to the 

constant beings who threatened to destroy 

the peaceful living of countless innocents  

HOTARU (NARRATOR) 

Many times over these beings had to 

succeed bringing about peace throughout 

the Multiverse and almost never-ending 

happiness  

GOHAN (NARRATOR) 

But like all good things the TITUNS reign 

came to an end it was fore sawn by a great 

prophet name Hodeida that these heavenly 

beings greatest foes would one day be 

those that were closer than they would 

expect them to be. Friends, Family lovers 

and children all corrupted by evil  

 

RENAMON (NARRATOR) 

It was said that those new enemies would 

bring the Multiverse to the brink of 

destruction heeding the prophets’ words 

and the problems that they were already 
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causing. The HOLY ONES banished their own 

flesh and blood into the heart of the 

mountains of CRETE but they did not stay 

there for long evil always finds a way in 

and out of something  

KIYONE (NARRATOR) 

In a fit of rage these hurt beings formed 

an allegiance with the forces of darkness 

in order to destroy the ones whom they 

once loved and so the Great Prophecy 

played itself out and the Final War had 

begun  

ICHIGO (NARRATOR) 

The leaders fought hard against their foes 

but couldn’t draw themselves to kill their 

loved ones so they failed and all was lost 

and evil had ruled all  

Silhouettes of the HOLY ONES and the GLUTTONS clashed in 

the final frontier (space) tearing the galaxies almost 

completely apart the Multiverse was red like blood with 

Black huge patches and numerous of huge debris and dead 

bodies float around.  

YASUKE (NARRATOR) 

However there was one leader left who 

prayed with his last breath for the 

OMINSCENT ONE to give them all another 

chance to save the Multiverse and so it 

was done time had been reverted all the 

way back to the BIG BANG.  

Time was reverted all the way back to the very moment of 

the BIG BANG  

YASUKE (NARRATOR) 

Now the time has come again when these 

leaders are needed to bring order back 

into the Multiverse and this time to 

prevent the end from happening again.  
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(BEGINNING SEQUENCE)  

VOIDS  

The 20 ULTIMATES, super powered beings created out of the 

negative and positive energy put off into the universe has 

been released into the crossing the place where all the 

universes gates meets. 

NEMESIS  

Go my children bring them to me! 

  

THE ULTIMATES were released into the worlds to find and 

kill off the TITUNS. The ULTIMATES were highly prepared for 

this event.   

ULTIMATES  

It shall be done master  

KURAKURATOWN-BLEACH UNIVERSE/DAY   

While time was frozen solid as well as the whole town of 

KURAKURATOWN the captains of the Thirteen Court Guard and 

many brave SOUL REAPERS charged towards a horde of HOLLOWS. 

Leading them were two ULTIMATES the SOUL REAPERS fought 

endlessly against the HOLLOWS meanwhile YORUICHI gathered 

up ICHIGO and his friends who were severely injured battle  

 

ICHIGO  

What gives YORUICHI! LET ME GO! LET ME 

FIGHT!  

ICHIGO struggled to get out of the arms of YORUICHI but her 

grip was too strong and he couldn’t move.  

YORUICHI  

ICHIGO enough you don’t have the ability 

to fight anymore. 

 

URYU  

THOSE THINGS TOOK OUR POWERS!  
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YORUICHI  

No they didn’t that was the work of 

UREHARA  

ICHIGO and his friends were utterly surprised that UREHARA 

one of their closest friends took their powers  

URYU  

WHAT!  

ICHIGO  

Why would he do such a stupid thing at a 

time like this?  

YORUICHI  

Because you no don’t need them, well not 

at the moment  

IKKAKU and RANGIKU exchanged curious looks at each other  

RENJI  

Like hell we don’t we’re getting our buts 

handed to ourselves  

RENJI argues with YORUICHI  

YORUICHI  

That’s because they know your every move 

they’ve been studying you all since you’ve 

all came into your special powers  

URYU and the others were stunned  

URYU  

W-who were they? And what they want with 

us? 

YORUICHI closes her eyes and took a deep breathe  

YORUICHI  

It’s a long story I can’t explain it to 

you but you will find your answers real 

soon. 
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ORIHIME  

They got KEIGO and most of our friends  

ORIHIME panics 

 

YORUICHI  

I’m sorry but there is nothing that we can 

do to save them at this time but there is 

a way you all just got to trust us on the 

type of decision that we made  

ICHIGO and his friends were all puzzled by YORUICHIs words  

YUMICHIKA  

YORUICHI what’s going on tell us who are 

these people and where in the world is 

TOSHIRO and RUKIA  

YORUICHI  

You’re about to find out  

YASUKE YAMAMOTO the great grandson of CPT. YAMAMOTO was 

before a giant metal door with CPT. SASKIBE. Accompanying 

YASUKE was a talking TREECKO (POKEMON) that has been at his 

side since he was mere child. The metal door that the three 

stood before is identical to the one MYOTISMON used to get 

into the real world in DIGIMON ADVENTURE 01.  

YASUKE 

Wait! Why do I have to go?  

CHOJIRO  

You don’t have a choice YASUKE the fate of 

the worlds rests your hands your survival 

is greatly needed  

YASUKE 

So this is it TREECKO the moment that 

we’ve been waiting for  

TREECKO was resting on YASUKE’S shoulders  
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TREECKO  

Well we were prepared for it so we’re 

ready I hope  

YORUICHI, TESSAI, URURU, and JINTA brought ICHIGO and 

friends the great barrier in a dark alley way  

CHOJIRO  

Ah you’ve arrived and just in time too 

were ready to launch 

The group placed the injured warriors before the 

wall  

TESSAI  

Time to go  

TREECKO  

Look YASUKE at least we’re not alone  

ICHIGO and friends were startled by TREECKO  

IKKAKU 

Am I seeing something or is there a 

talking green lizard on that kid’s back  

YUMICHIKA  

 No you’re not I’m seeing it too  

TREECKO  

Oh god I just freaked everyone out  

YASUKE had his face his palm  

CHIZURU  

HELP! HELP! Someone please help me  

The group was alerted by CHIZURU who was being chased by an 

HOLLOW that was hot on her trial however IISHIN arrives 

completely destroying the HOLLOW. IISHIN arrives with his 

two daughters YUZU and KURIN, ICHIGO’s younger sisters.  

IISHIN  

In you go  
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IISHIN placed CHIZURU and his other survivors into the 

portal  

KURIN 

Be careful dad? 

IISHIN  

You too KURIN tell MUSYAMON that I’m going 

to have another match when this all done 

and over.  

KURIN smiled  

KURIN  

Sure thing dad  

 

ICHIGO  

DAD? 

IISHIN  

ICHIGO! I want you to take good care of 

your sisters for me while you are away  

 

ICHIGO  

Dad what are you talking about  

 

YORUICHI  

Initiating Gate!  

 

YORUICHI performed the same card ritual as the kids in the 

first DIGIMON series did to open’s MYOTISMON’s gate to the 

real world.  

YORUICHI  

Okay the gates open time to go through  
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YORUICHI pushes everyone into the gate as she was 

instructed  

CHIZURU 

Wait! YORUICHI were exactly are we going?  

 

YORUICHI  

To someplace that they can’t find you I 

know you’re not going to like the 

situation beyond that gate but you’re 

going to have to deal with it until you 

all learn what you all needs to know.  

URYU  

And what’s that?  

A HOLLOW leaps out of nowhere and attacks everyone  

PIXIEMON  

PETITE BOMB!  

PIXIEMON (DIGIMON ADVENTURE) appears out of nowhere to help 

YORUICHI and his friends  

ICHIGO  

What in the world?   

 

YORUICHI  

PIXIEMON what are you doing here?  

PIXIEMON smiled  

 

PIXIEMON  

Hello my old friend the elders told me 

that you might needed a little help so I 

thought I’d stop by  

PIXIEMON flew in front of YORUICHI as if he was protecting 

her.  
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ICHIGO 

No way! That looked like one of those 

monsters from the V-PET games that my 

sister and I used to plat  

YUZU  

It is  

ICHIGO  

But how? Wait how you know? 

KURIN smirks  

 

KURIN  

It’s a long story  

IKKAKU was surprised  

ICHIGO  

What? What are you talking about  

KURIN 

Let’s just say that we were already 

prepared for this day to happen  

ICHIGO and the others were mesmerized by what KURIN just 

announced  

TESSAI 

Look we don’t know how long this invisible 

barrier will stand you all has to move 

quickly  

TESSAI and JINTA was pushing RENJI and CHAD into the 

portals  

JINTA  

Alright time for you guys to go now, Now 

hurry up?  

RENJI  

Alright already you don’t have to push  
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RENJI and the others entered the portal immediately  

ICHIGO  

Dad let me stay and help you fight  

ICHIGO begs his father  

 

IISHIN  

You’re going to help me enough by you 

escaping that gate you’re not ready for 

this at least not yet. 

 

ICHIGO  

But dad? 

 

IISHIN 

GO ICHIGO! I’ll be fine besides I have 

KON, UREHARA, YORUICHI, and the others to 

back me up but right now I need you to 

stay with your sisters… DO AS I SAY!  

ICHIGO followed his dad orders and entered the gate with 

the others. As they entered the metal gate YUZU, KURIN and 

YASUKE’S D-DEX spewed out colorful lights giving each and 

every one of them D-DEX.ICHIGO received a gold D-DEX 

becoming the TITUN of the sun and the leader of all the 

TITUNS. URYU got a plum colored D-DEX and was now the TITUN 

of SEDNA. CHAD got a bronze D-DEX and became the TITUN of 

IAPETUS. ORIHIME got a fuchsia D-DEX becoming the TITUNESS 

of ERIS. CHIZURU got a maroon D-DEX and became the TITUNESS 

of MAKEMAKE, IKKAKU got a dark green one and became the 

TITUN of PHOBOS.RENJI received a cardinal D-DEX becoming 

the TITUN of DEIMOS. RANGIKU got a platinum D-DEX becoming 

the TITUNESS of TITANIA. Lastly YUMICHIKA got a wisteria D-

DEX becoming the TITUN of JANUS. EACH represent a celestial 

object in the solar system. The newly appointed TITUNS were 

completely stunned  

 URYU  

What in the world are these?  
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TREECKO  

Welcome to the world of the TITUNS  

KURIN  

Hold on to each other tight because it’s 

going to be a bumpy ride  

The group got snatched up by the force of the portal. They 

were pulled in kicking and screaming into the unknown. 

IISHIN watched on as the door closed and disappears also 

into the unknown 

IISHIN 

(Good look my children)  

UREHARA 

Remind me to think WASHUU for her little 

portals if we make it out  

The two unidentified beings approached the barrier  

IISHIN 

You’re a little too late they’re already 

gone now but you have us to fight instead 

ready?  

SEIGO 

Do we have choice?  

Everyone stood guard waiting for IISHIN’s command. ISSHIN 

looks into the face of Lady CELT, who is actually ICHIGO’s 

mother MASAKI KURASAKI in disguise. NEMESIS actually took 

MASAKI from her family and faked her own death in a twisted 

way to use her against ICHIGO as he would one become the 

SUN TITUN thus the leader of the TITUNS.   

IISHIN  

I’m sorry MASAKI but you leave me no 

choice Attack!  

Immediately IISHIN and the others attacked the unidentified 

beings that stood still not moving an inch.  
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(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 

DIGIMON ADVENTURE UNIVERSE-MT.FUJI 

The original DIGI-DESTINED’S DIGIMON and their counterparts 

were all defeated NEERO and GHIDDORAHMON and several other 

evil DIGIMON. NEERO is a DIGIDESTINED manipulated by LADY-

MYOTISMON and the other ULTIMATES. He has been trained by 

each and every one of them to hunt down the TITUNS. He is 

the DARTH VADER of the series.   

NEERO  

Are you serious us this the best you got 

you guys ought not to fight with so much 

force hmhmhm  

The DIGI-DESTINED ran to their partner’s aid.  

NEERO  

Oh did I broke your little toy   

TAI  

Shut up!  

TAI lunged to NEERO with his fist. Using telekinetic powers 

NEERO froze TAI in time then flung him backwards thus used 

his powers to manipulate the air and trap TAI in an air 

funnel. 

MATT  

TAI!  

The funnel began to move thus capturing MATT, CODY, and KEN 

in the process as it proceed in capturing the other MIMI 

and the other DIGIDESTINE intercedes. 

LILLYMON  

FLOWER CANNON!   

SEADRAMON  

ICE BLASTS!  
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FLARELIZARMON  

FLAME TOWER!  

COELAMON  

FOSSIL BITE!  

The tree stopped the funnel in its tracks  

TK  

MIMI!  

SORA  

What took you so long?  

 

MIMI  

Well we had an attack over there too some 

seriously powerful DIGIMON named PATRIMON 

just came out of nowhere and fought us for 

no reason  

 

MICHAEL  

Yeah and they captured most of our DIGI-

DESTINED friends we were lucky enough to 

have escaped  

PHIL  

The DIGIMON PATRIMON had everyone else 

frozen in time so it would be easier to 

find us.  

NEERO  

Great more slaves for my masters  

MICHAEL  

You’re a fool those DIGIMON are just 

toying with you using you as a pawn to get 

them what they want after they’re done 

with you they’re going to throw you in the 

trash  
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MICHAEL irritated NEERO. NEERO hurled a KI-BLAST attack at 

him. SEADRAMON jumps in the way of the attack and was 

regressed back into his rookie form BETAMON  

MICHAEL  

BETAMON!  

NEERO  

I had enough playing games GHIDDORAHMON 

get them  

GHIDDORAHMON attacks the other DIGI-DESTINED’s DIGIMON. 

LILLYMON and the other DIGIMON put a decent fight but was 

later defeated by GHIDDORAHMON due to an earlier fight with 

PATRIMON another agent of LADY-MYOTISMON. They all reverted 

back into their rookie forms. FLARELIZARMON regressed into 

his rookie form TOYAGUMON.   

NEERO  

PATRIMON really did a number on you all 

ehehehe this was too easy  

As NEERO began to capture the other DIGI-DESTINED. GENNAI 

comes with the aid of AZULONGMON  

AZULONGMON  

LIGHTING WHIP!  

The massive attack stopped NEERO in his tracks and 

prevented him from taking the other DIGI-DESTINED  

TK 

 GENNAI  

YOLEI  

AZULONGMON?  

GENNAI  

Get out of the way  

GENNAI leaps down from a portal that AZULONGMON was in. The 

other DIGI-DESTINED were quickly surrounded by WEEDMON and 

VEGGIEMON suddenly GOTSUMON and PUMPKINMON (two of 

MYOTISMON’s former henchmen) and a BLAREMON (ABIGAIL 

WINSLET) came to help the others  
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PUMPKINMON  

PUMPKIN POWER!  

 

GOTSUMON  

ROCK FIST ATTACK!  

 

BLAREMON  

SMOKE BOMB!  

GOTSUMON and PUMPKINMON were able to uphold the WEEDMON 

while BLAREMON blinded them all. SHAY GREMORI(BRANDY 

NORWOOD), an AFRICAN AMERICAN DIGI-DESTINED from SOUTH 

CAROLINA, her younger brother ZAK and his Latin American 

friend CARLOS PENATA arrived at the niche of time to save 

the other DIGI-DESTINED.  

SHAY  

Did someone called for backup?  

 

DAVIS  

No but thanks  

SORA  

 SHAY?  

SHAY  

SORA!  

SORA recognized SHAY from her pre-school days. SHAY was 

also there in ODAIBA to witness the fight between both 

GREYMON and PARROTMON. 

SHAY 

Long time no see  

SORA  

Yeah it has been awhile  
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JOE  

I knew that there were someone else 

besides us who say GREYMON and PARROTMON 

duking it out in ODAIBA and I figured it 

would be her 

YOLEI  

You know her?  

 

SORA  

SHAY was my best friend in elementary I 

haven’t seen her since second grade  

PUMPKINMON and GOTSUMON helps TK and the others off the 

snowy ground. 

PUMPKINMON  

Need a lift?  

 

TK 

PUMPKINMON! GOTSUMON!  

 

GOTSUMON  

You missed us pal  

 

TK  

I thought that we would never see you 

again?  

PUMPKINMON  

We thought that too until the GENNAI sent 

us back to EARTH to become partner DIGIMON  

GOTSUMON and PUMPKINMON reflected on their fight with 

MYOTISMON (DIGIMON ADVENTURE 01 EPISODE 33: OUT ON TOWN) 

and the two flying stars that shot across the skies at the 

end of the episode. It turns out the two DIGIMON were sent 
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back to Earth by the FOUR DIGIMON SOVEREIGNS to become new 

DIGI-DESTINED DIGIMON but not only that BEAST GAURDIANS to 

the TITUN of EARTH,ZAK and the TITUN of the moon TITAN of 

the planet SATURN, which is CARLOS.  

 

GOTSUMON  

Yeah he said that the SOVERIEGN were very 

pleased with our bravery against MYOTISMON 

so they awarded us with human partners. TK 

meet my buddy ZAK  

ZAK daps TK  

ZAK  

Sup! Little dude nice to meet you  

 

TK  

Little dude? 

 

DAVIS  

Its slang was uuup?  

DAVIS dapped up ZAK  

SORA  

Looks like DAVIS made a new friend  

 

PUMPKINMON  

Allow me to introduce my partner CARLOS 

PENATA 

CARLOS waves at the other DIGI--DESTINED 

CARLOS  

AHOLA AMIGOS!  
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PUMPKINMON/GOTSUMON  

And we are... 

ALL 4  

The big bad four  

BLAREMON  

More like the big dumb for  

BLAREMON teases the men  

ALL 4  

Shut up!  

IZZY  

Whoa a BLAREMON they are said to be an 

extinct species of DIGIMON that used to 

roam in volcanoes they are said to love to 

swim in the hot lava and their SMOKE BOMB 

attack would make you go blind 

BLAREMON  

Do I look like I’m extinct to you pal  

IZZY  

Not at all  

BLAREMON  

I thought so. Man your DIGIMON don’t look 

so good they look like they got their 

butts handed to them twice  

SHAY  

BLAREMON girl chill  

NEERO  

You can protect them all you want but 

we’re still going to get them  
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GENNAI  

Wake up child you’re being used  

NEERO  

Nonsense the TITUNS ARE THE REAL EVIL 

ONES!  

NEERO strikes GENNAI with his ZANPATSO. AZULONGMON created 

a metal door similar to the one in MYOTISMON’s castle to 

allow the other DIGI-DESTINED to escape  

AZULONGMON  

HURRY into the portal before it’s too late  

DAVIS  

But TAI and the others  

AZULONGMON  

I’m sorry but there is no time to save 

them you must leave at once  

DAVIS  

But  

AZULONGMON  

GO!  

As AZULONGMON shout thunder roared invoking fear into the 

DIGI-DESTINED  

PHIL  

You don’t have to tell me twice.  

 

PHIL was the first to do so thus allowing his DIGIVICE to 

turn into a flame colored D-DEX, which are DIGIVICE and 

POKEDEX all in one. PHIL’s D-DEX’s screen revealed the 

symbol of the moon ENCELADUS a moon of Saturn in which PHIL 

now represents. All TITUNS represent a particular celestial 

body in the SOLAR SYSTEM. Whether it be a star or planet, 

or even moon the TITUNS represents them all. It’s a way to 

tell those across the multiverses that they are the natural 

guardians of the Solar Systems in any reality or universe.  
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PHIL  

Whoa new DIGIVICES?  

AZULONGMON  

Something like that they’re going to help 

you in the next world  

YOLEI was second to point her D3 DIGIVICE to the portal 

changing it into a MAGENTA D-DEX. The symbol of QAOAOR 

appeared on its screen. PHIL, YOLEI and their partners got 

snatched up into their portal  

MICHAEL  

Well here goes nothing  

MICHAEL points his DIGIVICE to the portal and his DIGIVICE 

transformed into a CYAN colored D-DEX. The symbol of HUYA, 

a CUBEWANO appeared on his screen. DAVIS and TK pointed 

their DIGIVICES to the portal. TK’s D3 turns into a D-DEX 

transforming into a GOLDENROD D-DEX colored thus revealed 

to be the TITUN of UNRANUS. DAVIS’S D3 transformed into a 

COBALT BLUE colored D-DEX revealing to be the TITUN of 

HYPERION.  

DEREK  

Let’s go guys  

Soon all the others followed transforming their DIGIVICES 

into colorful D-DEX devices. These devices would be a big 

help to the DIGI-DESTINED and help them unlock their true 

powers. The other DIGI-DESTINED followed as we thus their 

DIGIVICES changed to D-DEX as well; JOE (BLUE/NEPTUNE), 

SORA (VERMILLION/ VENUS) MIMI (LIME/HYGIEA), ZAK (GREEN/ 

EARTH), DEREK (GREY/TRITION), CARLOS (PUMPKIN/TITAN), and 

SHAY (IO/ORANGE), IZZY (BURGUNDY/IXION.  

IZZY 

Pro-digious  

NEERO  

I don’t think so  

Using his telekinetic powers NEERO hurls GENNAI to the 

ground leaps on top of GHIDDORAHMON and flies towards the 

TITUNS. AZULONGMON struck the two down also into the portal 
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with the newly formed TITUNS-TO-BE thus was sucked by the 

gate. The TITUNS fell in a similar manner as the DIGI-

DESTINED from the original series. TAI and the others were 

freed from the funnel  

TAI  

They’re gone and so is he AZULONGMON? 

Where did they go?  

AZULONGMON  

To someplace very safe  

MATT  

They’re not safe with NEERO around  

AZULONGMON  

Trust me they’re safe.  

(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 

WITCHELNY 

The soon to be future TITUNS each all fell into the world 

of WITCHENLY, a hidden DIGITAL WORLD of another dimension. 

WITCHENLY is a safe haven for all life forms from multiple 

universe because it’s heavily protected by great magic and 

undetected magnetic digital forces. So it can’t be found by 

any radar or any magical device it’s the number one perfect 

hiding spot for the TITUNS away from the ULTIMATES. The 200 

TITUNS fell like meteors in various locations in WITCHENLY 

some in the same areas some on different continents. The 

wind blew hard on the TITUNS faces as they fell to the 

ground.  

AMI  

Heavens that portal is huge and those 

winds is blowing hard  

KID 17  

Yes but that air feels good  

 

Down in a giant grassy field near the mountain areas of 

Superial island awaited VETERAN TITUNS; SASUKE UCHIHA( 

NARUTO SHIPPUDDEN), MISTY(POKEMON), KAI(DIGIMON TAMERS) 
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KARI KAMIYA(DIGIMON ADVENTURE TRI) AMI MIZUNO(SAILOR MOON) 

JOEY WHEELER( YUGI-OH), PRINCE VEGETA (DRAGONBALL GT), his 

daughter BULLA BRIEF, RUKIA KUCHIKI(BLEACH), KID 

17(DRAGONBALL GT). ANDROID 17 was transformed into a kid by 

a WITCHMON earlier in his time in WITCHELNY. 

JOEY  

Well here comes the rest of the party  

YOH 

Yeah here they come  

Joining the nine and their partners in the grassy fields 

were fellow VETERAN TITUNS; YOH ASAKURA (SHAMAN KING), KAI 

UZAROE (DIGIMON TAMERS), SANGO (INU-YASHA), MAX (POKEMON). 

MAX is now a year older in WORLD’s COLLIDE older than TOMMY 

HIMI thus a full POKEMON TRAINER. MAX is now the TITUNS of 

the moon OBERON.  

YOH  

Just like GENNAI said like a thousand 

meteors on WICHENLY’s skies  

ZOE  

Just look at them all  

  

ZOE ORIMOTO,(DIGIMON FRONTIER), RIKA NONAKA(DIGIMON 

TAMERS), KURAMA(YU-YU HAKASHO) HINATARO YAMADA(BLEACH),JP 

SHIBIYAMA(DIGIMON FRONTIER) TOMMY HIMI (DIGIMON FRONTIER), 

MAY(POKEMON ADVANCED) TOSHIRO HITSUGAIYA(BLEACH), GYM 

LEADER SABRINA(POKEMON),JERI KATOU(DIGIMON TAMERS, HINTATA 

HYUGA(NARUTO SHIPPUDEN) and TEAM ROCKET(POKEMON) joined 

them  

LUCARIO  

It’s time  

RENAMON  

Yes   

MAX 

I wonder if ASH and BROCK made it  
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MAY  

Me to little bro  

 

RENAMON  

We don’t know who could’ve made it here 

the PRINCIPALITIES made sure that they 

keep their identities a secret for our 

sake for all we know most of them could be 

our greatest enemies  

RUKIA  

(ICHIGO) 

ZOE  

(TAKUYA, KOJI, KOICHI PLEASE MADE 

IT THROUGH) 

VEGETA  

(TRUNKS I hope that’s you out there son) 

The TITUNS thought about their friends and love ones hoping 

that they were selected to become TITUNS like themselves 

but most importantly made it out of harm’s way. SOARMON, 

ZOE’s partner leaps onto ZOE’s back  

SOARMON  

Fix your face cheer up everything will be 

fine I’m sure YUZU and KURIN made sure 

that some of your friends made it  

 

ZOE giggles  

ZOE  

I hope you’re right  

 

CALUMON  

Momentai ZOE as my friend TERRIERMON would 

say  
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CALUMON (DIGIMON TAMERS) floated around ZOE  

 ZOE  

I sure wish to meet him since you talk 

about him a lot  

JP  

You probably are  

The TITUNS BEAST GUARDIANS, the TITUNS animal power and 

protectors showed up behind their partners and they are 

LUCARIO (POKEMON MOVIE #8/SASUKE) GATOMON (KARI KAMIYA) a 

KOTEMON (YOH ASAKURA)  

ORGEMON  

So much for a break around here 

VEGETA 

Yeah no kidding  

ORGREMON(DIGIMON ADVENTURE/VEGETA), RENAMON, LEOMON(DIGIMON 

ADVENTURE/TAMERS/JERI) TEDDYMON(JP’S PARTNER), SOARMON 

(ZOE’s PARTNER), AMI’s MARILL(POKEMON), MUMMYMON(DIGIMON 

ADVENTURE/JAMES), ARUKENIMON(DIGIMON ADVENTURE 02/JAMES), a 

HOOTMON(NEW) who is RUKIA’S partner, FLORAMON (DIGIMON 

ADVENTURE/BULLA), SNOW-AGUMON(2006 Anime version/ TOSHIRO), 

MAY’s SKITTY, GARY’s talking MAGBY,SABRINA’S MEWTWO, MAX’s 

RALTS(POKEMON) and AVAARKMON(HINATARO) all showed up beside 

their partners. MAX’s RALTS is the same RALTS that he met 

on his adventure with his friend ASH KETCHUM and his 

sister.  

TOMMY  

Look! Here they come!  

TOMMY was the same age that he was when he left the DIGITAL 

WORLD in the finale of DIGIMON FRONTIER. He joined this 

group shortly afterwards while visiting his grandparents 

and after his group were called upon to defeat APOCALYMON. 

TOMMY HIMI is thus far the youngest TITUN in the group.  

GARY  

There’s so many of them  
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TAPIRMON  

I hope that they don’t land on us  

TAPIRMON quivered  

HINATARO  

Me too  

HINATARO quivers  

 

SABRINA  

Told you  

 

VEGETA  

Well it took them long enough I’m ready to 

get this over with  

VEGETA pouts  

TOSHIRO  

Patience my friends  

 

FLORAMON  

Yay! DERAMON we get to see TK and his 

friends again 

FLORAMON dances with joy 

DERAMON  

I heard that he’s gotten bigger  

FLORAMON  

Duh that’s what happens when you age  

BULLA  

Hey RUKIA maybe your boyfriend is up there 

(teasing) 

RUKIA blushed  
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RIKA  

Yeah you’ve been talking about him this 

whole time (teasing) 

 

RUKIA  

He’s not my boyfriend (but I do hope he 

made it)  

 

HOOTMON  

Someone’s blushing  

RUKIA shrugged HOOTMON off of her shoulders  

RUKIA  

Cut it out  

RIKA and BULLA laughs. Meanwhile ULQUIORRA was staring at 

the showering TITUNS concerned about ICHIGO and how he 

would receive him now that he is a human being. 

BULLA  

ULQUIORRA are you alright?  

ULQUIORRA  

Oh I’m fine  

ULQUIORRA snapped out of his vision  

RUKIA  

It’s going to be fine okay he’ll get used 

to you 

LEOMON placed his hand on ULQUIORRA’s shoulder and shook 

his head letting him know that everything is going to be 

alright 

TOSHIRO  

Well let’s not just stand here let’s go 

meet them before KING-ETEMON’s henchmen 

does  
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JERI  

Gosh I hope that TAKATO and the others are 

alright  

LEOMON  

Only one way to find out lets go meet them  

LUCARIO was having pains in his arms due to a bite from a 

MAINGEMON, one of KINGETEMON’s henchmen. Years ago LUCARIO 

got bitten by MAINGEMON trying to save SASUKE in the 

process. The bite re-arranged LUCARIO’s DNA and causes him 

to evolve into a POKEMON-DIGIMON HYBRID known as AMAROAKMON 

when he doesn’t have control of his aura.  

SASUKE  

What’s the matter is it the bite?  

 

LUCARIO  

Yes it’s getting worse I’m afraid that I 

will turn into a DIGIMON again and won’t 

be able to control myself the next time  

 

SASUKE  

It won’t happen again I assure you 

 

SABRINA  

The problem is not within him it’s within 

you the sooner you manage to obtain and 

manipulate your spirit energy the better  

SABRINA walks off behind VEGETA and ORGREMON leaving SASUKE 

worried about himself and LUCARIO. 

UPA  

Well we better go find these guys before 

SIR GLADAMORE and his crew finds them and 

try to persuade them against and us we 

don’t want that to happen  
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SIR GLADAMORE is the TITUN of AEGEON. He hails from the 

BLEACH UNIVERSE and has BLACKWARGREYMON (DIGIMON ADVENTURE 

02) for his partner. He and some other TITUNS are not so 

keen about being TITUNS and wish to destroy their fellow 

comrades. There is about 50 VETERAN TITUNS running around 

in WITCHELNY and some of them are not good. KARI was 

looking up at the stars worried about her brother TAI and 

their friends.  

KARI 

(TAI) 

CAPARIMON, PANBATCHIMON, LUNAMON, and all the soon to be 

partner DIGIMON gathered around awaiting their new friends  

CAPRIMON  

Well here they come guys let’s go meet 

them  

GODZOOKIE, an unknown DIGIMON hybrid was wondering about 

the FOREST AREAs when he witnessed the events  

GODZOOKIE  

Cool light show I wonder what kind of gem 

stones will fall from the sky this time. 

Ooh those aren’t any gem stones those are 

humans and one is coming this way. I hope 

those guys have parachutes   

GOZOOKIE rushed to the rescue of some of the falling 

TITUNS. Meanwhile a shadowy figure LORD OROCHIMARU was 

watching deep within the dark thickets of the forest area 

of the arrival of the other TITUNS. LORD OROCHIMARU stood 

upon an OROCHIMON his BEAST GUARDIAN watching the entire 

thing but they weren’t alone. KABUTO (NARUTO) was sitting 

on a branch beside him watching the event himself with a 

FROAKIE (POKEMON) at his side but adjacent to KABUTO was 

RARONA, A psychic medium from the POKEMON universe and her 

ILLUMISE and down below ALICE MCCOY(DIGIMON TAMERS) and her 

DOBERMON. OROCHIMARU and his crew are also TITUNS as well 

OROCHIMARU is the TITUN of HYDRA, KABUTO the TITUN of 

THEMISTO, RARONA of SINOPE and ALICE of KERBEROS. The fact 

these individuals are TITUNs are conflicting between their 

original motives in life whether it be good or bad. The 

band also known as the BIG 5 seeks to persecute the other 

TITUNS because they fear that the TITUNS would do the same 

thing as in the TIME LONG FORGOTTEN and to steal their 
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powers much like the ULTIMATES. OROCHIMARU laughs in 

amusement.  

(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 

 

WITCHENLY-DAYTIME  

ICHIGO KUROSAKI awoke to find GODZOOKIE, a hybrid DIGIMON 

&POKEMON and some unknown species looking before his very 

eyes.  

GODZOOKIE  

Wakey wakey! 

GODZOOKIE startled ICHIGO  

ICHIGO  

WHAT THE?  

ICHIGO was alerted by GODZOOKIE being all up in his face 

and jumped up from the ground 

ICHIGO  

What the hell.  

ICHIGO yells at GODZOOKIE 

GODZOOKIE 

Chill dude! I mean you no harm just was 

helping you out. You fell from the sky 

hard and I saved your from falling down a 

giant tree 

ICHIGO looked around wondering where he was  

ICHIGO  

Where am I?  

GODZOOKIE stood up tall  

GODZOOKIE  

Welcome to WITCHENLY the hidden DIGITAL 

WORLD as people calls it and I’m GOD-

ZOOKIE 
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ICHIGO  

GOD-WHO?  

IZZY walks up behind ICHIGO startling him with his sudden 

appearance.  

IZZY  

His name is GODZOOKIE he’s a mixture of 

DIGIMON and several other unknown species 

I’m surprised that there was a bio on this 

creature because he’s so mysterious his 

favorite attack is HELIOS SPHERE which is 

an attack so powerful that it could leave 

damage to some mega DIGIMON  

ICHIGO had a surprised look on his face  

ICHIGO  

You again!  

IZZY  

I prefer to be called IZZY if that’s 

alright with you  

ICHIGO smirked. Like TAI, IZZY would be very close with 

ICHIGO throughout WORLD’S COLLIDE.  

ICHIGO  

Izzy huh? I’m ICHIGO, ICHIGO-  

IZZY  

I know that’s what this DEVICE told me on 

your BIO, ICHIGO KUROSAKI SUBSTITUTE SOUL 

REAPER and the TITUN of the SUN  

IZZY cuts ICHIGO off and finished his sentence  

ICHIGO  

Wait how do you know that who I am? 

IZZY showed ICHIGO his burgundy D-DEX the presented to 

ICHIGO that IZZY was the TITUN of IXION 
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IZZY  

From this strange new DIGIVICE I have here 

it revealed to me who you are and your 

whereabouts  

ICHIGO  

DIGIVICE?  

IZZY  

Yes at least I think so you have one too 

ICHIGO also took a look at his GOLD D-DEX the astronomical 

symbol of the sun appeared on its screen. The TITUN’s D-DEX 

is also an evolutionary accelerator and Decelerator for 

POKEMON it also gives bios on trainers and other unknown 

Pokémon as well.  

ICHIGO  

Whoa I remember this I got this on the way 

here.  

ICHIGO remembers getting the D-DEX along with his friends 

on the way to WITCHENLY.  

ICHIGO  

What’s it for  

IZZY  

It’s too make your DIGMON partner 

digivolve whenever necessary   

ICHIGO  

DIGIMON?  

IZZY  

Yes you are a DIGIDESTINED aren’t you?  

ICHIGO  

I don’t think so  

IZZY was stunned  
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IZZY  

Then you’re probably just a newbie you’ll 

probably get your DIGIMON a bit later on 

it sometimes happen like that  

ICHIGO was confused  

ICHIGO  

(What kind of crazy world is this?) 

ICHIGO thought to himself 

ICHIGO  

What’s a DIGIMON?  

TENTOMON pops out of nowhere  

 

TENTOMON  

We are artificial creature made from data 

but we each have a mind and personality of 

our own, I’m TENTOMON by the way  

ICHIGO  

Ohm.. hye TENTOMON it nice to me you  

TENTOMON  

The pleasure is all mine  

ICHIGO  

What happened to my clothes?  

ICHIGO noticed that his clothes had changed and was liking 

what he had on. ICHIGO wore a white T-SHIRT with Blue short 

sleeves and with a golden strap running cross it with the 

expression “Courage” written on it. He also wore blue jean 

thus black and gold shoes. Originally, RAD WHITE of 

Transformers: Armada was my pick to be the Leader of the 

TITUNS in WWC but was changed due to favor of ICHIGO and 

Bleach  

GODZOOKIE  

Don’t look at me you were wearing them 
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when I found you boy were the two of you 

dangling hye in that tree  

GODZOOKIE pointed to the tree where he found IZZY and 

ICHIGO  

TENTOMON  

GODZOOKIE was just walking by when he saw 

us he has been a good help  

ICHIGO 

Thank you  

GODZOOKIE 

You’re welcome  

GODZOOKIE shook ICHIGO’s hand and immediately that got a 

shock from each other so much so that gold energy was 

coming from their palms  

GODZOOKIE/ICHIGO  

Ouch! What was that?  

The curiously looked into their palms  

GODZOOKIE 

(What’s up with this kid?) 

GODZOOKIE wondered to himself in thought and so did ICHIGO  

 

ICHIGO  

(I swear I’ve seen that dinosaur from 

somewhere but where) 

SORA arrives with BIYOMON, NEEMON, and MIHOESHI 

ICHIGO  

What in the world are we doing here?  

IZZY  

Your guess is as good as mine but I 

guarantee it has something to do with the 

DIGIMON that attacked our world  
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ICHIGO reflected on his world being attacked by the two 

ULTIMATES earlier  

SORA  

IZZY! Oh there you are I was looking for 

you every where  

 

SORA and BIYOMON ran to IZZY AND TENTOMON  

IZZY 

I’m fine thanks to this guy here  

 

IZZY daps GODZOOKIE with his knuckle and GODZOOKIE did the 

same giggling.  

IZZY  

SORA, BIYOMON this is GODZOOKIE 

IZZY introduces GODZOOKIE  

 

SORA& BIYOMON  

Nice to me you (smiling) 

SORA 

(He looks so familiar too oh this is all 

weird it’s like I’m having this wired 

reunion or something)  

SORA thought to herself. SORA noticed ICHIGO standing next 

to them  

SORA  

Oh it’s you again  

ICHIGO  

ICHIGO nice to meet you  

ICHIGO smirked  
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SORA  

Hello ICHIGO of course you already know my 

name but my question is how?  

ICHIGO scratches his head curious to know himself how did 

he knew SORA’s name.  

 

ICHIGO  

I don’t know that’s a good question but I 

got this weird feeling that I knew you all 

once before or something I don’t know how 

to explain it 

SORA and BIYOMON were puzzled  

SORA  

Come to think it you do look sort of 

familiar but you’re from another world 

right  

ICHIGO  

Yeah  

SORA  

Strange oh well nice to meet you ICHIGO  

MIHOESHI was holding NEEMON tight  

NEEMON  

MIHOESHI you’re squeezing me  

NEEMON humorously tried to squeeze his way out of 

MIHOSEHI’S hand but MIHOESHI’s grip was too tight  

 

MIHOESHI  

I don’t want to let you go that’s why I 

already lost some of my friends I don’t 

want to lose nobody else  

MIHOESHI whines. 
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NEEMON  

Trust me I’m not going anywhere 

(suffocating)  

TENTOMON  

Wow a NEEMON I haven’t seen one of those 

since the ancient records. They supposed 

to have been extinct since Ancient times  

IZZY  

Well they’re not anymore  

 

BIYOMON  

We found him stuck in some mud with 

MIHOESHI we thought that they came 

together but no MIHOESHI comes from 

another universe  

IZZY  

I see so this NEEMON must have come from a 

parallel universe like ours  

 

BIYOMON  

Correcto Mundo!  

NEEMON pops out of MIHOESHI’S grip  

SASAMI  

Hye there! I am SASASMI and this is my 

friend LUNAMON are you friends of SORA  

IZZY  

Why yes we are  

ICHIGO and IZZY looks surprised  

LUNAMON  

Nice to meet you friends of SORA  

MIHOESHI was squeezing the life out of NEEMON   
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SORA  

That’s MIHOESHI KURAMITSU she’s also from 

another universe she claims to be from 

some SPACE POLICE ACADEMY but to me she’s 

a real dud  

 

IZZY  

It says here that she’s the TITUNESS of 

ADRATREA a moon of JUPITER.  

SORA  

The little one is SASAMI she’s supposed to 

be a princess of some planet from another 

universe  

IZZY  

That’s true my D-DEX says she’s over 

seven-hundred years old and is the TITUN 

that represent the moon NAMAKA of the 

DWARF planet HAUMEA.  

TENTOMON  

She looks seven years old than seven-

hundred years old too me  

BIYOMON  

Yeah I’ll say  

BIYOMON agrees  

SASAMI 

Wow more DIGIMON how awesome!  

SASAMI grabs and hugs up BIYOMON and TENTOMON and laughs in 

delight.  

 

ICHIGO  

So what’s all this stuff about TITUNS? And 

how come we’re protectors of a star of 

planet in our GALAXY  
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ICHIGO pointed his D-DEX in ICHIGO‘s face wanting questions 

about being a TITUN. IZZY stood there thinking of a 

possible answer to ICHIGO’s question  

 

IZZY  

I don’t know but the obvious answer is 

that they are us which may also explain 

why we all are here. Perhaps this is the 

new name for the DIGI-DESTINED who knows  

IZZY took a seat on the ground still thinking about the 

situation. ICHIGO sat down next to him  

ICHIGO  

Yeah that would make a lot of sense but I 

wonder where everyone else went like my 

sisters and my friends. SORA did you see 

anybody else around here  

SORA  

No not at all  

SORA shook her head no 

BIYOMON  

The only people we found was SASAMI, 

MIHOESHI and NEEMON everyone else was a no 

where to be found  

GODZOOKIE smelt the sky sensing many other humans in the 

area and around the island 

GODZOOKIE  

I sensing them they’re hundreds of them 

all around this island  

ICHIGO  

Hundreds  

IZZY  

Whoa it never was a group of that capacity 

before I wonder what gives  
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SORA  

You know IZZY I’m beginning to think that 

this is something beyond us DIGI-DESTINED.  

IZZY 

You know what SORA I’m beginning to think 

the same thing.  

SORA  

So what do we do now?  

IZZY  

I say we go look for those other humans 

hopefully they might be some of our 

friends  

ICHIGO  

That’s a good idea  

 GODZOOKIE  

Wait it’s not safe to go out there on your 

own not with GINKAKUMON’s hordes walking 

around now  

ICHIGO  

GINKAKUMON  

GODZOOKIE  

He was once the TOP GENERAL of BARBAMON 

one of the great evil lords. About 2 years 

ago there was a great battle between him 

and humans much like yourselves and they 

all defeated BARBAMON and injured GINK-

KAKUMON he has been in hiding ever since 

but some say he is looking for the sword 

of might to seek his revenge on them so 

he’s been pretty active but not totally 

he’s in his dormant state but if he gets 

this sword he would be a challenge  

GODOZOOKE was referencing to the VETERAN TITUNS the TITUNS 

who started their adventure four FIVE DIGI-YEARS early 

which is a day in the human worlds. 
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TENTOMON 

So this sword of might what’s its story  

GODZOOKIE  

It’s said to be some ancient sword dropped 

here in WITCHENLY during the GENESIS WAR 

the war that created all life by an angel 

this sword is said to enhance the wielders 

spiritual energy It was used once before 

by an evil DIGIMON who nearly destroyed 

the world but he was subdued and the 

swords has been locked away and buried 

somewhere around WITCHENLY  

GODZOOKIE reflected on the story of the SWORD of MIGHT.  

ICHIGO  

Sounds like a ZANPATSO  

 

SORA  

A what?  

ICHIGO 

It’s a weapon that we SOULREAPERS use to 

destroy demonic fiends known as HOLLOWS it 

sounds like this GINKAKUMON is looking for 

one. 

SORA  

I hope that he doesn’t get it  

SORA and IZZY exchanged worried looks on their faces 

ICHIGO  

I hope so too. Well we better get going 

then.  

IZZY 

Thanks for your help GODZOOKIE  
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GODZOOKIE  

WAIT! I wanna come with you  

GODZOOKIE rushes behind them  

GODZOOKIE  

I wanna help you guys  

ICHIGO glared at GODZOOKIE for a brief moment wondering 

about the mysterious creature 

ICHIGO 

If you insist I mean I don’t see why not 

you know thus place better than we do and 

plus you can sense them with your nose so 

you can come in handy 

GODZOOKIE got excited and leaps for joy  

GODZOOKIE  

Oh boy thanks! 

ICHIGO and GODZOOKIE exchanged smiles at each other  

 (COMMECRIAL BREAK) 

 

FOREST AREA  

ICHIGO, SORA, and IZZY were looking for the others while in 

the meantime getting to know each other telling each other 

of their past adventures in each other’s respectful 

universes  

ICHIGO 

Wow so you guys sound like you all had a 

lot on your hands  

IZZY  

Us you seem like you had a war in your 

hands  

ICHIGO chuckles  
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ICHIGO  

Yeah sort of  

BIYOMON and NEEMON noticed the scars on ICHIGO’s arms and 

cringed at their appearance and some wounds were very deep 

and freshly made.  

SORA  

Well it looks like we all got a bigger war 

on our hands  

 

MOHESHI  

Tell me about it and this one we aren’t 

prepared for  

 

ICHIGO  

I know  

GODZOOKIE 

Perhaps this is reason why you all have 

been sent here  

 

ICHIGO  

Maybe or may be not 

 

SASAMI  

Everything happens for a reason ICHIGO  

ICHIGO  

Yeah your right (hmm she reminds of my 

sister YUZU, man I miss those little girls 

already) 

GODZOOKIE 

You all seems like you were born with a 

purpose in life I wish I could say the 

same about me I bet you guys were a lot 
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better off than I was  

GODZOOKIE looked downwards to the ground sadly  

ICHIGO  

So what’s your story? 

SORA  

Yeah you’re not a DIGIMON like the rest 

where did you come from  

GODZOOKIE gazed up at the sky lost in thought about his 

dark past.  

GODZOOKIE 

I was created in a lab my some crazy 

scientists and was left alone  

GODZOOKIE reflects on the day he was created. GODZOOKIE 

hatched from a large human-sized egg in a middle of a lab 

which spewed out goo as he was being born. He remembers his 

creator and the good times he had thus the day when a freak 

accident happened in the lab and GODZOOKIE found himself 

alone.  

SASAMI  

How terrible  

SASAMI placed her hands before her mouth.  

GODZOOKIE  

Yeah I’ve been alone ever since just 

trying to find a meaning in this world  

ICHIGO  

It looks like we have something in common  

GODZOOKIE looks up from the ground.  

SORA  

You can say that again we all have such 

similar stories it’s so unreal  

MIHOESHI  

Yeah it seems as though I know more about 
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you than you do me in a way  

MIHOESHI was puzzled by the whole topic  

SORA  

Yeah I know  

SORA was curious to know why and how she feels she know 

ICHIGO, SASAMI, and MIHOESHI  

GODZOOKIE 

Yeah everyone except for me you all 

sounded like you have a real purpose for 

what you all went through or is going to 

go through me I’m nothing  

GODZOOKIE looks down to the ground sobbing and practically 

in tears  

NEEMON  

Oh man don’t sound like that a WISEMON 

once told me that every MON has a purpose 

in life whether it  be small or whether it 

be large  

TENTOMON  

Well said NEEMON he’s right you have a 

purpose and I believe that one day you are 

going to find your true purpose in life  

LUNAMON  

Perhaps it may even be to help us or 

something even greater you just got to 

keep faith, you’ll be fine GODZOOKIE I 

know you will  

LUNAMON leaps onto GODZOOKIE back enjoying herself. 

GODZUCKY chuckles  

GODZOOKIE 

Thanks guys  

GODZOOKIE cheered up from his sadness  
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NEEMON  

Your welcome hey we’re friends now so 

that’s what friends for  

ICHIGO  

(I don’t know what it is about him but I’m 

drawn to GODZOOKIE in a way it’s like I’ve 

found a part of me that was lost or 

something oh this is strange I can’t 

believe that I’m saying this about a 

DIGIMON or whatever he is) 

GODZOOKIE chuckles. Suddenly, the TITUNS’ D-DEX reacted 

this occurred because the TITUNS were near TITUNESSES, 

ORIHIME INOUE the TITUN of ERIS  

ICHIGO  

WOW! What’s that about?  

IZZY  

 It’s the DEVICE I think it’s telling me 

that we’re getting near another human or 

humans. We’re getting close to another 

TITUN, the TITUNESS of ERIS 

 

Out of the thickets ran JAMES’s MIME Jr. (POKEMON)  

SORA  

What the?  

MIME JR. hop up in excitement as if he was very happy to 

see ICHIGO and the other newcomer TITUNS  

MIME JR.  

Mime! Mime! Mime!  

MIME JR. was very excited to see them  

MIHOESHI  

What in the world is that?  
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SASAMI  

I don’t know but whatever it is its cute  

SASAMI tickles it. IZZY analyzes MIME JR. with his D-DEX  

IZZY  

Well it isn’t a DIGIMON its name is MIME 

JR. it’s a POKEMON  

TENTOMON  

A what?  

IZZY  

It’s a creature like the DIGIMON but only 

it’s not made out of data. Their abilities 

are solely based off of their planets 

natural and supernatural element. For 

instance MIME JR. specializes in psychic 

and normal abilities  

ORIHIME ran out of the thickets  

ORIHIME  

Hey come back MIME JR. You’re going to get 

lost  

MIME JR. leaps back into the arms of ORIHIME. ORIHIME 

giggles delighted to see MIME JR. again the two hugged each 

other tightly  

ICHIGO  

ORIHIME!  

ICHIGO ran to greet his friend  

ORIHIME  

ICHIGO! Oh thank goodness it’s you  

ORIHIME hugs ICHIGO  

ICHIGO  

Same here 
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TEAM ROCKET (POKEMON), MUMMYMON (DIGIMON ADVENTURE 02), and 

ARUKENIMON (DIGIMON ADVENTURE 02) followed behind ORIHIME  

JAMES  

ORIHIME! We have to stay close to the 

others.  

SORA and IZZY were surprised to see MUMMYMON and ARUKENIMON  

SORA  

You two!  

ICHIGO  

You know them? 

BIYOMON got up into the sky alerted by the DIGIDESTINED’ 

former foes. 

BIYOMON  

Its ARUKENIMON and MUMMYMON they tried to 

destroy me and my friends a long time ago 

BIYOMON and TENTOMON flew before their partners to protect 

them 

TENTOMON  

They’re bad news  

JAMES hurried to prevent the newcomers from attacking 

MUMMYMON and ARUKENIMON  

JAMES  

NOO! They’re not who you think they are 

anymore they’re good DIGIMON now  

JESSE and JAMES came to their rescue leaving IZZY and SORA 

utterly surprised  

SORA 

G…good DIGIMON? 

SORA and IZZY were surprised  
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ARUKENIMON  

Yes are days as the bad guys are long over 

with now that the DIGIMON SOVEREIGNS gave 

us a second chance and revealed to us that 

our true purpose in life was not to 

destroy life but help save it  

MUMMYMON  

Yeah we’re brand new MONS now  

WABBAFETT pops out of his poke ball  

WABBAFETT  

WAAB BA FETT!  

MUMMYMON pushes WABBAFETT aside then smiles  

ORIHIME  

ARUKENIMON and MUMMYMON have saved my life 

I probably would have fallen off that 

cliff had they not come to my rescue they 

claim to have been on a mission to find us  

ICHIGO  

Who are you people?  

 

JESSE  

I’m JESSE TITUNESS of the moon NYX  

JAMES leaps after JESSE into the air  

JAMES 

And I’m JAMES TITUN of CHIRON  

JESSE and JAMES introduces themselves to their fellow 

TITUNS the team rocket way but changed up the words to make 

them sound good, now that they’re TITUNS  

JESSE/JAMES  

And we were once TEAM ROCKET  
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MEOWTH  

MEOWTH that’s right  

WABBAFET  

WAAABUUFET!  

MIHOESHI/NEEMON  

WOW! DO IT AGAIN!  

The two clapped. ICHIGO, SORA, IZZY, and SASAMI had 

bedazzled and freaked out looks on their faces  

ICHIGO  

Team who?   

IZZY  

TEAM ROCKET they were an evil crime 

organization from the POKEMON universe 

that stole POKEMON  

BIYOMON  

So they’re baddies too? 

IZZY  

Let me finish it says here that both JESSE 

and JAMES are no longer part of the group 

after they found out their bosses evil 

plot to destroy them and their true 

destinies as TITUNS  

TENTOMON  

There’s that TITUN thing again  

SORA  

Yeah  

JESSE  

We’re extremely dedicated to doing the 

right thing especially after what our boss 

did to us  
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SASAMI/LUNAMON   

What did he do?  

MEOWTH  

He tried to turn us into the ULTIMATES to 

be kill  

MEOWTH reflected on the day that he and his team learned 

that they were TITUNS and that the ULTIMATES wanted to kill 

him. He remembers his boss attempting to capture them 

himself the very thought angered MEOWTH to the point that 

he balled up his claws 

ICHIGO  

Who are the ULTIMATES? 

ARUKENIMON  

The TWENTY ULTIMATES are the evil beings 

that attacked your universe they have been 

sent to each of your worlds to pacifically 

kill all of you who fell from that sky  

 

ICHIGO 

I had a feeling that they were talking 

about them so they are called the 

ULTIMATES  

James shook his head yes  

ORIHIME  

They’re not going to rest until they find 

and destroy each and everyone one of 

either  

IZZY  

Well that’s typical 

JAMES  

I see that you’ve gotten the hang of using 

the D-DEX  

JAMES noticed that each one of them had their D-DEX 
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IZZY  

D-DEX?  

JESSE  

The thing in your hand it’s a sort of a 

DIGIVICE and a POKEDEX all in one it can 

give you information on DIGIMON, POKEMON 

and any living organism in the known MULT-

IVERSES.  

TENTOMON  

So that’s what that thing is called  

TENTOMON observed IZZY’s DEX  

JAMES  

Yes every TITUN and TITUNESS has one it’s 

how we even ID ourselves  

 

IZZY  

So that’s how we are able to find each 

other  

MEOWTH  

That’s right JIM was right you are the 

smart one  

SORA  

JIM as in JIM KIDO 

JAMES was referring to JIM KIDO, JOE’s older brother. 

MEOWTH shook his head yes.  

ICHIGO  

So what’s the deal what is the meaning of 

the TITUN stuff?  

MUMMYMON  

My boy that’s who we are. You all as well 

everyone else that fell into WITCHENLY are 

one of TEN-THOUSAND TITUNS representatives 
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of every celestial body or object in the 

solar system. It’s basically a way to say 

that we are defenders of light of this 

galaxy. For instance you ICHIGO KURASAKI 

is the TITUN of the SUN, the center of it 

all,  

ICHIGO was utterly shocked  

ICHIGO 

Me know way  

MEOWTH/MUMMYMON  

Yes way  

ARUKENIMON  

He who is the TITUN of the sun is said to 

be the leader of the TITUN  

ICHIGO was left speechless  

SORA  

So what are we?  

 

ARUKENIMON  

MIHOESHI is the TITUNESS of ADRASTREA 

SASAMI is the TITUNESS of NAMAKA and you 

SORA is the TITUNESS of VENUS  

MIHOESHI and SASAMI both looked at their HPYER S 

SORA  

Typical  

SORA shrugged her shoulders and rolled her eyes  

MUMMYMON  

And IZZY is the TITUN of IXION.  

IZZY  

How? And who assigned us to these 

particular planets  
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MUMMYMON looks up to the sky referring to the HEAVILY ONES 

each other universes GODS such as the DIGIMON SOVEREIGNS.  

ARUKENIMON  

It’s actually been assigned to you long 

before you born. You guys were prophesied 

to become leaders that does GODLY deeds 

and restore order to the MULTIVERSES.  

MEOWTH  

The name TITUNS also comes from a great 

leader as well. KING TITUS was amongst 

many beings who like yourselves who came 

together to bring peace to their worlds 

and stop the evil ANUNNAKI from enslaving 

worlds and others like it  

ARUKENIMON reflects on the Beginning story of the TITUNS  

JESSE  

It began with rebels of NAZARETH who first 

tried to slay the ANNUNAKI and failed  

ICHIG 

ANNUNAKI  

IZZY  

I’ve heard of them before they’re supposed 

to be an unknown group of elite humans 

said to be out of space and to once rule 

the earth  

ARUKENIMON  

That much is so  

JAMES  

The leader of the rebels has special 

powers and foresaw his brother doing great 

things such as defeating the ANNUNAKI that 

brother was TITUS  

MUMMYMON  

TITUNS was kept away on an island but his 

brother left some instructions for him to 
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follow TITUS did just that and eleven- 

thousand beings formed together all across 

the cosmos formed together to defeat the 

ANANAKI and thus the legend of the TITUNS 

were born  

ICHIGO  

ELEVEN-THOUSAND! 

ARUKENIMON and JESSE shook their head yes. ICHIGO and the 

other newcomers were completely mystified by the tale of 

the TITUNS.   

IZZY  

So SORA your I guess your theory on this 

situation being bigger than the DIGI-

DESTINED was right  

SORA  

I hate it when I’m right  

GODZOOKIE  

How in the world are you going to find 

11,000 TITUNS in one day that will take 

forever?  

ORIHIME  

They claim that not all the TITUNS are 

here in WITCHENLY just mainly the ones 

that the PRINCIPALITIES were able save 

from the ULTIMATES. JAMES thinks it’s 

about a hundred of them out there or so  

ICHIGO  

That’s still a lot how are we going to 

find them all.  

MUMMYMON  

My friend in this place it’s possible. 

WITCHENLY operates much like the other 

DIGITAL WORLDS a week in your human worlds 

equal five years in WITCHENLY time goes 

relatively face here  
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ARUKENIMON  

But this new human week starts a leap year 

hear which makes time go incredibly fast a 

whole year here equals one day so we have 

a better chance in finding them all  

ICHIGO  

What’s the purpose in coming here in the 

first place won’t the ULTIMATES find us 

here too  

MEOWTH laughs  

MEOWTH  

WITCHENLY is a very secret place its 

protected by magic so no one can come in 

and out  

TENTOMON  

Then how did we get in 

MUMMYMON  

Because the PRINCIPALITIES they’re the 

only ones who has ultimate access to all 

the worlds. WITCHENLY can’t be detected by 

absolutely no one not even the ULTIMATES 

themselves  

ICHIGO  

So we’re safe here  

MUMMYMON smiled  

MUMMYMON  

Just about but that’s not all LADY-

MYOTISMON is said to be amongst the least 

strongest of the bunch so the strategy is  

ICHIGO  

To nail the weakest out of the bunch I 

like that plan so what are we waiting for 

let’s go find the others I can’t bear the 

thought of my sisters being out there all 

on their own.  
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MEOWTH  

Are you talking about YUZU and KARIN 

KUROSAKI?  

ICHIGO  

Yeah you know them  

MEOWTH  

Man those two could handle themselves 

they’re the only ones who could easily 

passed through this world  

ICHIGO was shocked  

MEOWTH  

What? Did you think that they were yelling 

at video games while they were in their 

room or going out to play KURIN is the 

TITUNESS of TELESTO and YUZU the TITUNESS 

of CALPYSO they’re team SATURN all the way 

I would trust those girls with my life  

ICHIGO was very pleased by the news.  

ICHIGO  

Well that’s good to known. So if we are to 

use the DIGIMON and POKEMON to destroy the 

first two ULTIMATES how come I don’t have 

one?  

ARUKENIMON, TEAM ROCKET, and MUMMYMON exchanged curious 

looks at each other  

  

ARUKENIMON  

The DIGIMON SOVEREIGNS works in mysterious 

ways perhaps you would find one later on 

in your journey or he will find you  
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ICHIGO  

How would I know?  

 

JESSE  

Or trust me you’ll know it would be like 

you just discovered a part of yourself 

that you never knew you had and then 

that’s when ZAP that connection instantly 

happens  

ICHIGO reflects on the shock he got from touching GODZOOKIE 

and ICHIGO looks into GODZOOKIE eyes 

ICHIGO  

Strange zap?  

GODZOOKIE  

That happened to us earlier could this 

mean that I’m ICHIGO’s partner 

MUMMYMON and JAMES giggles  

GODZOOKIE  

But I don’t how I mean I’m not partner 

material I don’t even think I could 

DIGIVOLVE  

MUMMYMON  

Nonsense you’re part DIGIMON the 

possibility is endless  

GODZOOKIE was worried that he would fail ICHIGO  

ICHIGO  

Don’t worry you’ll be alright trust me you 

got the coolest partner ever you stick 

with me and you’ll be fine  

GODZOOKIE cheered up exchanging a nice grin with ICHIGO  

MIHOESHI  

So whose are partners? 
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SASAMI giggles 

SASAMI  

LUNAMON and NEEDMON silly  

MIHOESHI  

Oh yeah I forgot that they said they’ve 

been waiting on us.  

LUNAMON  

I’ve searched everywhere for you SASAMI  

Both chuckled. 

ORIHIME  

Wow now everyone got one MIME JR.  

MIME JR. leaps up for joy  

MIME JR.  

MIME! MIME! 

 

JAMES  

We go looking for the others boy RUKIA is 

going to be excited to find out that we 

found her boyfriend  

JAME teases ICHIGO about being in love with RUKIA  

ICHIGO 

She’s not my girlfriend! Wait RUKIA’s here 

too  

JESSE  

Yeah she’s the TITUNESS of PALLAS she and 

TOSHIRO HITSUGAIYA are the ones who 

brought us to WITCHENLY just before we 

were about to be canned. I’ve learned a 

lot from those two  

ARUKENIMON  

Yes before I met them I was all about 
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getting revenge on the DIGI-DESTINED but 

TOSHIRO taught me that if all I am seeking 

in live is revenge then I’m already asking 

for death and I shouldn’t be like that and 

that’s when I had a change of heart  

TENTOMON/BIYOMON  

Thank goodness  

SORA/IZZY  

BIYOMON/TENTOMON  

ICHIGO  

So where is she is she out looking for the 

other TITUNS  

ARUKENIMON  

Yes our hold group is out  

SORA  

Group  

ARUKENIMON  

Before you guys showed up it was about 50 

TITUNS roaming around WITCHENLY some of us 

separated into our own sect.  

ARUKENIMON made references to the other VETERAN TITUNS that 

spit into groups.  

ICHIGO  

(I haven’t seen RUKIA sense we defeated 

AIZEN I wonder if she even remembers me) 

ICHIGO thought to himself. Suddenly there was loud 

screaming coming from afar  

SORA  

What was that? 

The TITUNS were alerted by a loud scream 

ORIHIME  

That sounds like my friend CHIZURU  
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ORIHIME recognizing her friend’s voice  

ICHIGO  

She sounds like she’s in trouble  

RIVER AREA  

The TITUNS ran into CHIZURU and LOTAD who were running out 

of harm’s way while YASUKE’s TREECKO and URYU’s PLATYAMON 

fought a MORI-SHELLMON  

ORIHIME  

 

CHIZURU  

CHIZURU  

Oh am I glad to see you  

URYU  

ICHIGO! ORIHIME! 

TREECKO and PLATYAMON put up a decent fight against JUNGLE-

MOYJAMON. TREECKO used attacks not known for any other 

grass type POKEMON to use. Moves like SHADOW CLAW and 

ENERGY BALL via his tail. JESSE and JAMES were amazed  

 JESSE  

Wow that is some TREECKO it fights like a 

human  

JAMES  

It human guardian is YASUKE YAMAMOTO he’s 

the great-grandson of CPT. YAMAMOTO of the 

thirteen court guard he is also the TITUN 

of SATURN  

IZZY, SORA, and ICHIGO were amazed. YASUKE his half-African 

AMERICAN half Japanese he appears to have dark skin like 

his father. He wears a green t-shirt that says “trust” and 

blue jeans with green and black shoes on.  

ICHIGO  

So the old geezer had kids after all huh? 
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SORA  

Is that a MOJYAMON it looks different  

BIYOMON  

That’s JUNGLE-MOYJAMON it’s a distant 

cousin of the regular MOJYAMON but their 

attacks and moves are about the same  

 

ICHIGO smirked amused at the fact that CPT.YAMAMOTO had a 

family. YASUKE’s TREECKO fought fairly hard against the 

JUNGLEMOYJAMON.  

JUNGLE-MOYJAMON  

You POKEMON have no right to be here  

TREECKO  

Oh believe me I don’t want to be here but 

I’m not about to let you run us out like 

that  

JUNGLE-MOYJAMON  

Oh yeah JUNGLE BONE!  

JUNGLEMOYJAMON attacks TREECKO with his JUNGLE BONE attack. 

TREECKO leaps up into the air and dodges the attack firing 

his BULLET SEED on JUNGLEMOJYAMON whom protected himself 

with his arms. JUNGLEMOYJAMON was enjoying the fight with 

TREECKO laughing and mocking him. He calls his BONE from 

out of nowhere to knock TREECKO out of the sky.  

YASUKE   

TREECKO!  

YASUKE rushes to TREECKO’s aid  

JUNGLEMOYJAMON  

I’m going to say this again you POKEMON 

doesn’t belong here GET OUT  

RENAMON  

DIAMOND STORM!  
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Out of nowhere, RENAMON (DIGIMON TAMERS) appears out of 

nowhere to help the her fellow TITUNS she was joined by 

RIKA, SASUKE, ZAK, TAKATO MASUKI(DIGIMON TAMERS), BULLA, 

MIMI, RUKIA, JOEY, TOSHIRO, JOE, TK, JOE, TOMMY, MICHAEL 

PHIL, and VEGETA.  

TENTOMON  

Whoa a RENAMON  

BIYOMON  

I haven’t seen one in a while  

ICHIGO  

RUKIA? TOSHIRO?  

IZZY  

KARI! GATOMON!  

KARI  

Hey you two  

KARI waved at her friends. JUNGLEMOYJAMON was furious at 

their sudden appearance  

JUNGLEMOJYAMON  

More humans  

RUKIA  

MOJYAMON I thought we had this discussion 

before about you picking on innocent 

creatures  

JUNGLEMOJYAMON  

There’s nothing innocent about a POKEMON 

they’re creepy little critter’s that’s 

like to intrude in your personal space 

just like this one  

TREECKO  

That’s a lie you attacked us for no 

reason.  
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JUNGLEMOJYAMON  

QUIET! JUNGLE BONE!  

TOSHIRO  

AGUMON!  

AGUMON  

AGUMON digivolve to... 

SNOWAGUMON along with many of the other TITUN’S DIGIMON 

uses the evolution processing sequence of DIGIMON ADVENTURE 

TRI. For the evolution theme music were going to re-cycle 

the one from DIGIMON TAMERS SNOWAGUMON evolves into ALLOMON 

his champion level form  

ALLOMON  

ALLOMON!  

ALLOMON slaps JUNGLEMOYJAMON’s attack out of the air 

protecting TREECKO  

ALLOMON  

Fetch doggy  

JUNGLEMOYJAMON was infuriated by ALLOMON’s attack and 

charged at him with his “JUNGLE KICK”.  

TOSHIRO  

DIGIMODIFY!!! ICE DEVIMON’s ZERO FREEZE! 

Activate  

TOSHIRO used a modify card to allow ALLOMON to use the 

ICEDEVIMON’s ZERO FREEZE attack  

ALLOMON 

ZERO FREEZE!  

ALLOMON froze JUNGLEMOYJAMON solid thus letting out a might 

roar for his victory  

TOSHIRO  

Chill out  

ALLOMON left the newcomer TITUNS stunned he then regressed 

back to SNOWAGUMON  
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TOSHIRO  

Well done AGUMON 

 

RUKIA  

Is everyone alright  

 

ICHIGO  

Yeah now that you guys have showed up long 

time no see  

RUKIA smirks  

RUKIA  

Yeah it has been a while has it  

ICHIGO  

Yeah  

The two exchanged loving looks at each other for a brief 

moment  

RIKA  

Well if you look at that RUKIA reunited 

with her boyfriend  

RIKA teases RUKIA making her blush  

RUKIA  

He’s not my boyfriend  

HOOTMON flew onto RUKIA’s shoulders  

HOOTMON  

Oh really how come you couldn’t stop 

talking about him all week  

RUKIA  

That’s because I missed him that’s all  

RUKIA blushed even more  
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RIKA  

Yeah whatever. Hye I’m RIKA NONAKA the 

TITUNESSS of DIONE nice to meet you  

 RIKA shook ICHIGO’s hand  

RIKA  

Wow KURIN is right you do have like a 

carrot coloring to you hair  

ICHIGO was appalled  

RENAMON  

RIKA be nice  

ORIHIME  

Whoa who are all these people?  

JAMES  

These are all the other TITUNS ORIHIME 

well some of them  

ORIHIME  

OOH! It’s very nice to meet you all  

KARI and the others reunited with the other DIGI-DESTINED  

SORA  

KARI! You guys alright where have you 

been?  

KARI  

It’s a long story actually  

TAKATO  

Oh my god GUILMON can you believe this we 

are in the presence of the SORA and IZZY 

oh cool I wish TAI and MATT were here that 

would really make my day.  

ZAK  

Nerd  
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ZAK whispered under his breath  

KARI  

Now now ZAK be nice  

 

SORA and IZZY were completely confused  

SORA  

Ohm do we know you  

TAKATO  

Not really but I watched your show  

MIMI  

TAKATO says that all the battles that we 

went through in the past were exists in 

the form of the TV SHOW can you believe it 

we’re movie stars  

IZZY and SORA weren’t amused by MIMI excitement.  

IZZY/SORA  

We’re in utter dismay  

Using sarcasm  

GODZOOKIE  

Hye guys long time no see  

LUCARIO proceed to attack GODZOOKIE kicking him into a tree  

ICHIGO 

Hey what’s the bid idea?  

SASUKE  

GODZOOKIE what are you doing here I 

thought we told you to stay away  

ICHIGO  

He’s with me  
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SASUKE  

And you are  

ICHIGO  

ICHIGO his partner  

SASUKE was appalled  

SASUKE  

That’s impossible GODZOOKIE isn’t a 

DIGIMON nor POKEMON he can’t have a 

partner  

GODZOOKIE  

I am too I’m a little both  

LUCARIO  

Quiet  

ICHIGO  

Back off what did he do to you anyways?  

SASUKE  

He’s a creature out of this world he 

doesn’t belong here he only causes trouble  

SASUKE hurt GODZOOKIE’s feelings  

RUKIA  

SASUKE that’s enough we don’t need to be 

trying to start a fight with each other we 

need to regroup with the other quickly  

RIKA  

Yeah UPA says that the others are all 

gathered up well those that they could 

found we better go now  

NEERO  

There you are I’ve been looking all over 

for you DIGI-DESTINED  

NEERO appears with GHIDDORAHMON (in the air)  
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ZAK  

Oh no its dude with the crazy silver hair 

he’s here too  

GOTSUMON  

Drats! 

NEERO  

I missed you you missed me hmhmhmhmhm 

(COMMERICAL BREAK)  

FOREST AREA  

NEERO just discovers the TITUNS in the forest area and will 

try to pursue them yet again.  

 NEERO  

You guys ought to know better by now that 

you can’t run from me  

ICHIGO  

RUKIA who is this another one of your 

TITUN friends?  

IZZY  

No this is NEERO he’s an evil DIGI-

DESTINED that was sent to capture us by 

some unknown evil DIGIMON  

TENTOMON  

He has strange powers like no one has ever 

seen before he’s a real big deal  

ICHIGO  

Tssh this guy doesn’t look so tough  

NEERO  

Oh look you made friends tell me would 

they like to meet out master  

ZAK  

Correction your master not ours we don’t 
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want to go anywhere with you so back off  

GHIDDORAHMON  

DIGI-DESTINED why are you making this so 

hard just surrender while you still can or 

else be destroyed  

TOSHIRO  

I’m afraid that we can’t allow you to do 

that  

NEERO materializes his ZANPATSO shocking ICHIGO, URYU, 

RUKIA, and ORIHIME.  

NEERO  

Then you leave me no choice  

ICHIGO  

This guy has a ZANPATSO how he has a 

ZANPATSO  

TAKATO  

A what  

NEERO plunged towards the TITUNS. LUCARIO acted immediately 

and protected the TITUNS with his bone staff. NEERO breaks 

it with the immense power of his ZANPATSO and kicks LUCARIO 

out of the way.  

NEERO  

Silly DOGGY tricks are for kids’ mhmhm  

SASUKE attacks with his sword at NEERO. NEERO destroys the 

sword without moving a flinch then he used a KI-BLAST 

attack to hurl SASUKE backwards to the ground. NEERO laughs 

at SASUKE mocking him  

NEERO  

You really needs to work on your 

swordsmanship  

GHIDDORAHMON attacks the PARTNERS  
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RENAMON  

DIAMOND STORM!  

HOOTMON  

MIDNIGHT TALON!  

GHIDDORAHMON laughs  

SNOW-AGUMON  

FROZEN WINDS!  

GATOMON  

LIGTENING PAW!  

ELEKID uses THUNDERBOLT on GHIDDORAHMON the massive DIGIMON 

reflected their attacks at each other knocking them off 

their feet.  

GHIDDORAHMON (HEAD 2) 

Puny insects  

GHIDDORAHMON (HEAD 3)  

You’re no match for us 

ELEKID  

Is this guy made of steel?  

GATOMON  

Or just very tough skin  

TOYAGUMON  

That’s GHIDDORAHMON he’s an ancient 

mythical DIGIMON who’s fully evolved  

URYU  

What does fully evolved mean?  

GATOMON  

That he’s stronger than us  

GHIDDORAHMON  

DRAGON WINDS!  
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GHIDDORAHMON releases immensely powerful hot winds that 

formed into nine dragon heads at the TITUNS. The impact was 

devastating throwing the TITUNS across the skies and back 

onto the ground. The attack also deleted JUNGLEMOJYAMON as 

well.  

NEERO  

Time to collect my bounty  

GODZOOKIE  

HELIOS SPHERE! 

GODZOOKIE attacks GHIDDORAHMON from behind with his “HELIOS 

SPHERE” the attack was pretty effective damaging GHIDDORAH-

MON in the area under the arm. GHIDDORAHMON let out a 

mighty roar in pain  

GODZOOKIE  

Leave them alone  

NEERO  

Hmmm  

NEERO analyzed GODZOOKIE and found nothing on GODZOOKIE  

NEERO  

What are you?  

 

 GODZOOKIE  

If you hurt my friends I’m your worst 

nightmare  

NEERO smile. ICHIGO and the other TITUNS were slowly 

recovering from the impact.  

GHIDDORAHMON (HEAD1)  

You’ll be the first to destroy  

GHIDDORAHMON almost tail whips GODZOOKIE but GODZOOKIE 

reacted quickly and leaps high into the air then use his 

“HELIO SPHERE” attack on GHIDDORAHMON. One of the heads 

plunged forward to GODZOOKIE but GODZOOKIE leaps over the 

head and slides down the neck firing at the other heads  
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NEERO  

Impressive lizard but he’s no match for 

GHIDDORAHMON  

GOMAMON   

Wow look at him go  

BIYOMON  

He moves so fast  

RENAMON  

GODZOOKIE is a Pokémon-DIGIMON hybrid  

TK  

How is that possible  

RENAMON  

He said that he was created in a lab by a 

mad scientist that was able to travel from 

realm to realm and studying creatures. In 

this journey the mad man grew found of the 

DIGIMON and POKEMON and wanted to create a 

super creature to take over the world his 

plan was ruined by a group of five people 

but only his latest project GODZOOKIE 

remained GODZOOKIE was abandoned here in 

WITCHENLY afterwards  

The group of people that RENAMON is referring to his the 

team of H.E.A.T from GODZILLA: the Series (1999).GODZOOKIE 

is product of the GODZILLA (1998) FANGLONGMON, and various 

dragon POKEMON such as TYRANITAR. The mastermind behind the 

experiment was DOCTOR WINTERS who heat stopped from taking 

over the world. The subject would appear again later in 

WWC. 

NEERO  

Now for you guys  

TAKATO and ZAK found strength to stand up before the others  
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TAKATO  

Back off  

GUILMON growled intensely. NEERO chuckled then summons his 

sword  

NEERO  

DELETER!  

As NEERO slashed his sword at the TITUNS. MIME JR. used 

“PROTECT” in a similar fashion that ORIHIME uses her “SHUN 

SHUN RIKA”. NEERO bounced backwards like a ball across the 

forest floors.  

TOHSIRO  

ORIHIME  

ORIHIME  

That wasn’t me it was MIME JR. he did it  

URYU  

New powers now I get it the DIGIMON and 

POKEMON are just like us  

MIME JR.  

Mime (repeat 4 times)  

MEOWTH  

He’s telling us to run  

ORIHIME  

No but MIME JR.  

MIME JR. 

Mime (repeat 8 times)  

MIME JR. smiled  

MIME JR.  

MIME JR said he could take care himself  

ORIHIME  

MIME JR.  
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RUKIA  

Come on ORIHIME we can’t stay here  

 

The TITUNS got up from the ground and began to run  

LUCARIO  

You guys go ahead we’ll be alright  

SNOWAGUMON, RENAMON, HOOTMON, and LUCARIO stood behind as 

the other fled. NEERO slowly get back up and charged to 

MIME JR. by twirling around (once) MIME JR. Teleports away 

on top of NEERO’s head. NEERO attempts to knock him off his 

head but MIME JR. Teleports on his sword then it uses FOCUS 

PUNCH on NEERO punching in the face.  

LUCARIO  

Looks like you’ve getting beating by a 

POKEMON hmhmhm  

NEERO  

A what? POKEMON don’t exists in the 

DIGITAL WORLD unless no way the TITUNS   

LUCARIO  

So you know about us  

NEERO 

I was sent to find the DIGI-DESTINED so 

that they wouldn’t turn to the likes of 

you and that’s what I’m going to do  

NEERO uses his ZANPATSO delete. RENAMON and LUCARIO dodged 

his attack and then kicks him in the face and in the side 

in the rib. NEERO releases a psycho wave knocking the two 

backwards. SNOW-AGUMON attacks from behind only to be 

thrown telekinetically into some trees.  

NEERO  

You will be stopped all of you  

Meanwhile, as the others ran they notice that GODZOOKIE was 

struggling against GHIDDORAHMON from the distance huge 

smoke was coming from afar.  
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GOTSUMON  

What are we doing we should be out there 

helping them fight back there  

SASUKE  

Save your strength you don’t have enough 

energy to fight especially that guy NEERO  

GOTSUMON  

I’ll be fine but GODZOOKIE will not  

SASUKE  

Who cares about that abomination he’s just 

trouble anyways  

GOTSUMON  

He’s risking his life to save us and I’m 

going to help him  

GUILMON  

Me too  

ZAK Agrees  

ZAK  

I’m coming with you  

TAKATO  

Yeah 

ICHIGO  

I’m right behind you  

  

RUKIA  

No way! You all staying with the group. 

You don’t have the power to defeat them 

yet  

ICHIGO  

Believe it or not GODZOOKIE is my BEAST 
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GUARDIAN I don’t have my powers anymore so 

I need him and I’m going to help him  

ZAK, TAKATO, and ICHIGO ran with GOTSUMON and GUILMON to 

the battlefields leaving the other standing where they were  

TOSHIRO  

That ICHIGO never backs down from a fight  

RUKIA smiled greatly. Meanwhile GODZOOKIE was trying his 

best in battle against GHIDDORAHMON and was failing badly   

GHIDDORAHMON  

You’re a strong creature worthy enough not 

to be killed why won’t you just give up 

and join me and my masters on their raid 

to destroy the TITUNS  

GODZOOKIE  

I’m sorry but I rather pass I like the 

TITUNS and I won’t let anyone harmed them  

GHIDDORAHMON (HEAD3)  

Oh but they don’t seem to like you they 

think that you’re an abomination  

GODZOOKIE  

Not all of them one of them is my partner 

now and he cares a lot about me and I feel 

the same way about him. I won’t let you 

destroy that  

GHIDDORAHMON (HEAD 2)  

Very well then meet your doom TRI-BLASTER!  

GODZOOKIE leaps out of the way of the attack but got caught 

in it and fell hard to the ground. On the other side of the 

forest NEERO single handled the other BEAST GUARDIANS with 

his ninja like stealth attacks. LUCARIO’s bite mark was 

reacting causing him to be in severe pain.  

NEERO  

Time to catch em’ all  

NEERO laughs  
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GOTSUMON  

ROCK FIST ATTACK!  

GUILMON  

PYRO SPHERE  

NEERO got hit in the back by the two DIGIMON’s attack not 

paying attention he almost got punched in the face by 

ICHIGO had he not flash stepped out of the way.  

ICHIGO  

Damn I missed  

NEERO  

Did you come back for more or did you 

finally decided to surrender?  

ZAK  

Ain’t going to happen captain  

NEERO  

Don’t be so stubborn  

NEERO summons his sword  

BIYOMON  

SPIRAL TWISTER!  

TREECKO  

Try some of this BULLET SEED!  

TREECKO used his Bullet seed attack on NEERO. LOTAD 

followed with a WATER GUN attack and MERILL with AQUA JET 

TENTOMON  

SUPER SHOCKER!  

GATOMON  

LIGHTENING PAW!  

GOMAMON  

MARCHING FISHES  
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BETAMON  

BETA SLINGER!  

TOYAGUMON  

TOY FLAME!  

PLATYAMON  

METAL TAIL SHARDS  

CALUMON  

ZERO BEAM!  

NEERO attempted to deflect the BEAST GUARDIANS attacks but 

couldn’t  

MUMMYMON  

SNAKE BANDAGE!  

MUMMYMON wrapped NEERO in his mummy wrappings 

JAMES  

Try to move out of that   

ICHIGO  

What happened to getting out of dodged  

TOSHIRO  

When did you ever known us to back down  

ICHIGO smiled  

NEERO  

How are you so strong?  

YASUKE  

That my friend is the will of TITUNS 

KARI  

My friends are not just DIGI-DESTINED 

anymore they’re TITUNS which makes them 

now stronger than they were before when we 

TITUNS clash together we make one heck of 

a noise  
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RIKA  

And you just heard it.  

NEERO fluttered with anger  

JESSE  

ICHIGO go be with GODZOOKIE he needs you 

at the moment  

GHIDDORAHMON picks GODZOOKIE with one of his tails  

GHIDDORAHMON  

It’s such as shame that I have to destroy 

you  

ICHIGO runs into the scene to aid GODZOOKIE  

ICHIGO  

HEEY put him down  

 

GHIDDORAHMON  

Oh what’s this another victim  

 

GODZOOKIE  

ICHIGO ruun!  

GODZOOKIE calls out to ICHIGO in a weakened voice  

ICHIGO  

Come on I ain’t afraid of you I fought 

things way bigger and badder than you so 

show me what you got  

ICHIGO’s spirit aura (gold) materialized like flames around 

himself and GODZOOKIE. GHIDDORAHMON fired at ICHIGO but his 

spirit aura ignited full circle  

GODZOOKIE  

ICHIGO!  

GODZOOKIE was blanked in aura and found himself in a golden 
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world before him was a gold silhouette of a city thus 

coming before him was GODZILLA(1998) he slowly walks up to 

him and leans down to stare at him face to face. GODZOOKIE 

recognized the creature from his dreams FANGLONGMON was 

behind them  

GODZOOKIE   

Papa you’re here  

FANGLONGMON  

So am I  

GODZOOKIE 

Who are you?  

FANGLONGMON  

I am FANGLONGMON and I am apart of you as 

so as ICHIGO feel his aura and let it run 

through your veins. LET YOUR SOUL IGNITE!  

GODZILLA (1998) let out a powerful roar allowing GODZOOKIE 

to DIGIVOLVE!  

GODZOOKIE  

GODZOOKIE digivolve to!  

GODZOOKIE DIGIVOLVES into GOJIRAMON using the evolution 

processing of DIGIMON ADVENTURE TRI.  

GOJIRAMON  

GOJIRAMON!  

GOJIRAMON performed the iconic GODZILLA roar. The ghostly 

heads of GODZILLA (20140 and GODZILLA-1998 appeared in the 

background. The TITUNS were completely stunned including 

NEERO. ICHIGO was saved due to his might (aura) he falls 

hard to the ground panting heavily before him he sees a 

shared with the crest of courage on it he curiously picks 

it up.  

JOEY  

Get out of here the little gold lizard 

could actually DIGIVOLVE  
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IZZY  

It make sense seeming that he’s half 

DIGIMON he’s probably more DIGIMON than 

anything  

PALMON  

GOJIRAMON huh he’s huge  

MIMI  

Yeah and scary looking  

LUCARIO  

His spiritual aura is immense 

SASUKE  

Yeah no kidding  

GHIDDORAHMON  

So you DIGIVOLVED big deal you’re still 

WEAK!  

GHIDDORAHMON attempted to tail whip GOJIRAMON but GOJIRAMON 

grabbed his tail and tossed GHIDDORAHMON to the ground hard  

ELEKID  

Yeah boy that’s the way to do!  

ELEKID cheers. GHIDDORAHMON gets back up from the ground 

and fires at GOJIRAMON with his TRI-BLASTER attack but 

GOJIRAMON intercedes with his HELIUM BLASTER attack the two 

attacks canceled each other creating a huge shock wave that 

vibrated across the skies. CALUMON almost flew away due to 

the immense force of the attacks. TOMMY catches CALUMON as 

he flew away  

TOMMY  

I got you CALUMON  

GOJIRAMON punches and tail whipped GHIDDORAHMON several 

times but GHIDDORAHMON still came strong. He tries to flew 

away and attack from the air. GOJIRAMON’s spines clew 

rapidly thus causing him to radiate energy from the sun 

into his mouth.  
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GOJIRAMON  

SOL DESTROYER!  

GOJIRAMON unleashed a powerful force of energy from his 

mouth that was stronger than GHIDDORAHMON’s attack thus 

sending GHIDDORAHMON flying backwards into the air.  

JOE/TAKATO 

AWESOME!  

GOJIRAMON let out a mighty roar signaling his victory over 

GHIDDORAHMON.  

(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 

 

FOREST AREA 

GOJIRAMON just defeated the GHIDDORAHMON and regresses back 

into GODZOOKIE. ICHIGO and the other BEAST GUARDAINS 

cheered him on.  

GOTSUMON  

Man you roasted that fool  

BETAMON  

Good job GODZOOKIE  

ICHIGO  

Not bad  

GODZOOKIE smiled and fell onto of ICHIGO both fell fast 

asleep  

BIYOMON  

GODZOOKIE  

MARILL  

They’re fine they just used up majority of 

their aura power?  

BIYOMON  

AURA POWER  
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AMI  

Yes you see TITUN BEAST GUARDIANS are not 

like regular POKEMON and DIGI-DESTINED 

DIGIMON who requires the help of their 

human partners or trainers to get stronger 

regularly they rely on the bond of their 

HUMAN GUARDIANS their soul power when 

there is a strong connection to the soul 

each and every one of us can ignite our 

AURA and allow our BEAST GUARDAINS to 

evolve but we have to shout out SPIRIT 

AURA IGNITE and scan it without D-DEX to 

do so but just like now that’s not always 

the case. The bond was really close 

between the two  

URYU  

How they just met  

AMI  

Well sometimes people click together fast 

that way and I think that’s what happened 

to those two. 

JESSE  

So what are we going to do with ZEERO over 

there?  

TOSHIRO  

That’s a good question  

NEERO burst out of the wrapping  

RUKIA  

Ooh you haven’t learned you lesson haven’t 

you  

NEERO  

This isn’t the last of me I will regain my 

strength and when I do you all will be 

mine  

NEERO flash stepped away into the thickets  
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GOMAMON   

He’s getting away   

SNOWAGUMON  

Let him go 

JOE  

But we can’t let him escape he’s going to 

get us into some serious trouble  

JOEY  

Nonsense he’s in WITCHELNY there is little 

he can do here but I know one thing when 

he does come back we’re going to be ready 

right buddy  

ELEKID  

You got that right  

ELEKID agrees  

YASUKE  

We all will  

FOREST AREA  

OROCHIMARU examines the battle from one of MERCURIMON’s 

mirrors  

MERCURIMON  

They’re formable foes these TITUN friends 

of yours  

KABUTO  

Now do you see why we need your help 

MERCURIMON these kids could lead us to our 

destruction they must be stopped  

 MERCURIMON bowed his head  

MERCURIMON  

I’m at your service KABUTO  

OROCHIMARU smiled. Little JERAI the TITUNESS of HELENE and 
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LUMINAMON were watching from the thickets  

LUMINAMON  

You sure you want to do this JERAI  

JERAI  

Yes LUMINAMON I have no choice I must 

reveal myself to them  

JERAI places a pivotal role throughout WWC. She is the 

reincarnation of the great savior and holds an incredible 

amount of power  

JERAI  

For their sake  

          FADE OUT:  

We see JERAI standing up in the thickets wondering about 

the fate of the worlds and her fate as well unknown to her 

and the other TITUNS that they are being watched by an evil 

DIGIMON named GANKOOMON was watching the entire area just 

curious to who these new beings were but he wasn’t alone 

other beings were with him one sat in a chair amused by the 

appearance of the new TITUNS and their motives this person 

was none other than LORD AIZEN(BLEACH)completely revived by 

unknown forces waiting to seek his revenge on ICHIGO and 

his friends. 

(ENDING SEQUENCE) 

The theme song for World’s Collide for the movie to the 

last episode of Season 1 which is episode 54 will be R&B 

singer Joe’s song “Dear Joe (2011).” WITH HIS PERMISSION.” 

I chose this song because its epic and it sort of got that 

malevolent theme to it that something has happened and it 

has shaped into something huge, love this song and I 

thought it would be perfect for world’s collide. 

For the opening schema we see ICHIGO, YOH, SASUKE, and 

VEGETA standing in a battlefield of many defeated beings 

opposite of a cloaked figures exchanging evil stairs at 

each other thus in an instant they all clash one by one 

attacking these cloak members with their best attacks and 

thus sending a ripple within time and space. The battle is 

epic and everything in their path is almost destroyed. The 

scene is switched to space where we see GOHAN, YUMICHIKA, 
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TOSHIRO, IKKAKU, RYOKO, and ZAK fighting in space against 

other mysterious beings using their best attacks on the 

villains.  

Next the scene is switch to TITUNS fighting in the middle 

of an ocean where they can walk upon. JOE and ZUDOMON tries 

to approach a cloaked fiend to discover that she was 

MADISON TAYLOR, who had turned against the TITUNS due to 

the fear of losing them. Shocked JOE couldn’t finish her 

off but was defeated by a CHAOSSEADRAMON.  

THE final scene we see ICHIGO fighting MALIK, the 

malevolent leader of the GLUTTONS the two clashed hard in 

space thus the other TITUNS followed clashing with their 

foes destroying everything and anything that stood in their 

way. Finally the battle ends with the TITUNS being slain by 

one of their own thus YASUKE preys under his breathe for 

time to be rest and time is reset all the way back to the 

big bang then is fast forward to ICHIGO, SASUKE, SORA, ZAK 

SASAMI, YASUKE, and their BEST GAURDIANS standing on the 

edge of a cliff by the sea during a sunset.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


